Тести до теми «Зубні протези»

1. Insert the preposition: A removable partial denture or bridge usually consists ____ replacement teeth attached to a pink or gum-colored plastic base.
   in
   into
   of
   from
   on

2. Complete the sentence: Partial dentures _____ when one or more natural teeth remain in the upper or lower jaw.
   be used
   being used
   are used
   is used
   used

3. Complete the sentence: A fixed bridge replaces one or ___ teeth by placing crowns on the teeth on either side of the space and attaching artificial teeth to them.
   many
   more
   major
   few
   much

4. Complete the sentence: Not only does a partial denture fill in the spaces created by missing teeth, it prevents other teeth from _____ position.
   changed
   to change
   changing
   change
   changes

5. Complete the sentence: A precision partial denture is removable and has internal attachments _____ clasps that attach to the adjacent crowns.
   because
   rather than
   since
   from
   due to

6. Complete the sentence: The denture development process takes _____ weeks and several appointments.
   few
   a few
   the few
   a little
   little

7. Choose the correct translation for “часткові протези”:
   protective dentures
8. Choose the correct translation for “знімні протези”:
reparative dentures
restorative dentures
removing dentures
removed dentures
removable dentures

9. Choose the correct translation for “заміна відсутніх зубів”:
reversal of missing teeth
removal of missing teeth
restoration of missing teeth
replacement for missing teeth
retrieval of missing teeth

10. Choose the correct variant: A denture is a removable replacement for ____ teeth and surrounding tissues.
miss
missing
misses
to miss
mistaken

11. Choose the correct variant: Two types of dentures are ____ - complete and partial dentures.
evaluating
assessing
valuable
available
eliminating

12. Choose the correct variant: Complete dentures ____ when all the teeth are missing, while partial dentures are used when some natural teeth remain.
been used
used
is used
are used
being used

13. Choose the correct variant: Complete dentures can be ____ "conventional" ____ "immediate."
neither … nor
one … another
such … as
each … other
either … or
14. Choose the correct variant: A _____ denture is ready for placement in the mouth about eight to 12 weeks after the teeth have been removed.
complemen tal
compulsory
conventional
convenient
covering

15. Choose the correct variant: _____ conventional dentures, immediate dentures are made in advance and can be positioned as soon as the teeth are removed.
Unlike
Like
Although
Due to
Because

16. Choose the correct variant: As a result, the wearer ____ have to be without teeth during the healing period.
do not
is not
does not
has not
are not

17. Choose the correct variant: As a result, the wearer does not have to be without teeth during the ____ period.
heal
to heal
heals
healed
healing

18. Choose the correct variant: As a result, the wearer does not ____ without teeth during the healing period.
have to be
must be
can be
may be
could be

19. Complete the sentence: However, bones and gums shrink over time, especially during the ____ period following tooth removal.
heals
healing
heal
to heal
healed

20. Complete the sentence: However, bones and gums shrink over time, especially during the healing period _______ tooth removal.
during
over
21. Complete the sentence: However, bones and gums shrink over time, especially during the healing period following tooth_____.

removes
removed
removing
remover
removal

22. Choose the correct preposition: Complete dentures are either of the “conventional” or “immediate” type, depending _____when they are made.

on
in
at
for
of

23. Choose the correct translation for «відсутній»

absence
missing
lack
failing
loosing

24. Choose the correct translation for «attach»

прикріплення
відкріплювати
dодавати
послабляти
прикріплювати

25. Choose the correct translation for «зажим»

clap
bur
forceps
probe
electric pulp tester

26. Choose the correct translation for «considerable»

видатний
розумний
знаний
значний
відомий

27. Choose the correct translation for «temporary»

постійний
tимчасовий
темпоральний
dопоміжний
28. Choose the correct translation for «alter»
- додавати
- приміняти
- змінювати
- альтруїст
- замінювати

29. Complete the sentence: Partial dentures are used when_____.
- one or more natural teeth remain in the upper or lower jaw
- one or more natural teeth remain only in the upper jaw
- one or more natural teeth remain only in the lower jaw
- there are no natural teeth
- when all teeth are missing

30. Identify the verb tense: Partial dentures are removable but have internal attachments.
- past continuous, active voice
- present continuous, passive voice
- present perfect, active voice
- present simple, active voice
- present simple, passive voice

31. Choose the correct variant: A removable partial denture _____ replacement teeth attached to a pink or gum-colored plastic base.
- contains of
- comprises of
- consists of
- composes of
- includes of

32. Complete the sentence: A disadvantage of immediate dentures compared with conventional dentures is that they require _____ adjustments to fit properly during the healing process.
- more
- much
- few
- little
- less

33. Choose the correct variant: As a result, the ____ does not have to be without teeth during the healing period.
- wear
- wearer
- wearing
- wore
- worn

34. Complete the sentence: A disadvantage of immediate dentures _____ conventional dentures is that they require more adjustments to fit properly.
- such as
- compared with
as soon as
due to
as well as

35. Complete the sentence: Bones and gums ____ over time, especially during the healing period following tooth removal.
secure
swell
overwhelm
shrink
spread

36. Complete the sentence: However, bones and gums ____ over time, especially during the healing period following tooth removal.
shriek
shimmer
shrink
shrunk
shrewd

37. Complete the sentence: However, bones and gums shrink _____ time, especially during the healing period following tooth removal.
on
within
over
before
in

38. Complete the sentence: A disadvantage of immediate dentures compared with conventional dentures is that they require more adjustments to fit properly during the healing process and generally should only _____ a temporary solution until conventional dentures can be made.
is considered
to be considered
considered
be considered
are considered

39. Complete the sentence: A ____ of immediate dentures compared with conventional dentures is that they require more adjustments to fit properly during the healing process and generally should only be considered a temporary solution until conventional dentures can be made.
disadvantage
advantage
benefit
cure
treatment

40. Complete the sentence: A disadvantage of immediate dentures _____ with conventional dentures is that they require more adjustments to fit properly during the healing process and generally should only be considered a temporary solution until conventional dentures can be made.
compared
41. Complete the sentence: A disadvantage of immediate dentures compared with conventional dentures is that they require _____ adjustments to fit properly during the healing process and generally should only be considered a temporary solution until conventional dentures can be made.
less
much
c few
more
fewer

42. Complete the sentence: A removable partial denture or bridge usually consists _____ replacement teeth attached to a pink or gum-colored plastic base, which is sometimes connected by metal framework that holds the denture in place in the mouth.
from
at
out of
out of

43. Complete the sentence: A removable partial denture or bridge usually consists of _____ teeth attached to a pink or gum-colored plastic base, which is sometimes connected by metal framework that holds the denture in place in the mouth.
reprimand
rehearsal
replacement
replenishment
retrieval

44. Complete the sentence: A removable partial denture or bridge usually consists of replacement teeth _____ to a pink or gum-colored plastic base, which is sometimes connected by metal framework that holds the denture in place in the mouth.
to attach
attached
attaching
attach
attaches

45. Complete the sentence: A _____ partial denture or bridge usually consists of replacement teeth attached to a pink or gum-colored plastic base, which is sometimes connected by metal framework that holds the denture in place in the mouth.
removable
remove
removed
removing
removes
46. Complete the sentence: Partial dentures ____ when one or more natural teeth remain in the upper or lower jaw.

are using
to be used
is using
are used
is used

47. Complete the sentence: Partial dentures are used when one or more natural teeth ____ in the upper or lower jaw.

remind
remove
remain
replace
refill

48. Complete the sentence: Partial dentures are used when one or ____ natural teeth remain in the upper or lower jaw.

much
many
most
more
the most

49. Complete the sentence: A fixed bridge replaces one or more teeth by placing crowns on the teeth on ____ side of the space and attaching artificial teeth to them.

one
none
some
either
neither

50. Complete the sentence: A fixed bridge replaces one or more teeth by placing crowns on the teeth on either side of the space and _____ artificial teeth to them.

attached
attaching
attaching
to attach
attaches

51. Complete the sentence: A fixed bridge replaces one or more teeth by _____ crowns on the teeth on either side of the space and attaching artificial teeth to them.

placing
placed
place
to place
places

52. Complete the sentence: A fixed bridge _____ one or more teeth by placing crowns on the teeth on either side of the space and attaching artificial teeth to them.

to replace
replace
53. Complete the sentence: A fixed bridge _____ one or more teeth by placing crowns on the teeth on either side of the space and attaching artificial teeth to them.

54. Complete the sentence: Not only ____ a partial denture fill in the spaces created by missing teeth, it prevents other teeth from changing position.

55. Complete the sentence: Not only does a partial denture fill in the spaces created by _____ teeth, it prevents other teeth from changing position.

56. Complete the sentence: Not only does a partial denture fill in the spaces created by missing teeth, it ____ other teeth from changing position.

57. Complete the sentence: A precision partial denture is removable and has internal attachments ____ clasps that attach to the adjacent crowns.

58. Complete the sentence: A precision partial denture is removable and has internal attachments rather than clasps that attach to the ____ crowns.
59. Complete the sentence: A precision partial denture is ____ and has internal attachments rather than clasps that attach to the adjacent crowns.

- recoverable
- removable
- renewable
- refundable
- restorable

60. Complete the sentence: The denture development process takes ____ weeks and several appointments.

- fewer
- a few
- few
- a fewer
- the few

61. Complete the sentence: The denture development process takes a few weeks and ____ appointments.

- one
- several
- neither
- none
- single

62. Complete the sentence: The denture development process _____ a few weeks and several appointments.

- to take
- taking
- had took
- takes
- take

63. Complete the sentence: Your dentist or prosthodontist (a dentist who specializes in the restoration and replacement of teeth) determines what type of appliance is ____ for you.

- the worst
- worst
- best
- better
- worse

64. Complete the sentence: Your dentist or prosthodontist (a dentist who specializes in the restoration and replacement of teeth) determines what type of ____ is best for you.

- appliance
- apply
- applause
- applies
- upload

65. Complete the sentence: Your dentist or prosthodontist (a dentist who specializes in the removal and replacement of teeth) determines what type of appliance is best for you.

- removal
- straightening
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1. Complete the sentence: A crown ______ to cap or completely cover a tooth.
   is use
   is using
   is to use
   is used
   is uses

2. Complete the sentence: Traditionally, the teeth to be crowned are prepared by a dentist and records are given to a dental technician to _____ the crown or bridge.
   brush
   fabricate
   extract
   polish
   clean

3. Choose the correct alternative: When decay is first detected in a tooth, the usual action _____ by the dentist is to provide the tooth with an intracoronal restoration.
   take
   takes
   took
   taking
   taken

4. Choose the correct translation for “сплав”: 
   alloy
   allow
   ally
   allograft
   allay

5. Choose the correct translation for “суцільнометалева коронка”
   all-metal crown
   entire-metal crown
   whole-metal crown
   most-metal crown
   everything-metal crown

6. Choose the correct translation for “металокерамічна коронка”
   all-ceramic crown
   permanent crown
   porcelain-fused-to-metal crown
   all-porcelain crown
   all-resin crown

7. Choose the correct translation for “зуби-антагоністи”
   opposed teeth
   opposition teeth
   opposer teeth
   oppose teeth
   opposing teeth
8. Choose the correct translation for “основний недолік”
mine drawback
main drawback
minor drawback
most drawback
mane drawback

9. Choose the correct translation for “встановлення постійної коронки”
placement of the permanent crown
placement of the temporary crown
removal of the primary crown
removal of the temporary crown

10. Choose the correct translation for “мостоподібний протез”:
dental bridge
tooth decay
dental drill
tooth ache
dental borer

11. Choose the correct translation for “зуби, що змінили колір”
colorful teeth
colored teeth
colorfast teeth
discolored teeth
coloring teeth

12. Choose the correct translation for “біля лінії ясен”
above the gum line
over the gum line
inside the gum line
at the gum line
under at the gum line

13. Choose the correct translation for “зуби, що втратили форму”
shapes teeth
misshapened teeth
shapeful teeth
shaped teeth
shaper teeth

14. Choose the correct translation for “покращити зовнішній вигляд”
to prevent appearance
to reduce appearance
to eliminate appearance
to neglect appearance
to improve appearance

15. Choose the correct translation “зламаний зуб”
breaking tooth
braking tooth
broken tooth
broke tooth
break tooth

16. Choose the correct translation for “the entire tooth”
пошкоджений зуб
постійний зуб
увесь зуб
зуб-антагоніст
прилеглий зуб

17. Choose the term to match the definition:Dental crowns that wear down over time and are more prone to fractures
all-resin dental crowns
porcelain-fused-to-metal crowns
all-metal crowns
all-ceramic
ceramic all-

18. Choose the term to match the definition:Dental crowns that provide the best natural color match
all-ceramic crowns
all-metal crowns
porcelain-fused-to-metal crowns
all-resin dental crowns
temporary crowns

19. Choose the term to match the definition:Dental crowns that are appropriate primarily for out-of-sight molars
all-ceramic crowns
all-porcelain
metal crowns
all-resin dental crowns
porcelain-fused-to-metal crowns

20. Choose the correct alternative:Preparation of a tooth for a crown involves the irreversible removal of a _______ amount of tooth structure.
minor
small
little
negligible
significant

21. Choose the correct alternative:When _______ a tooth for a crown, the enamel is totally removed.
has prepared
prepare
preparing
prepares
is preparing
22. Identify the verb tense: If the tooth is restored with a full gold crown, the restoration is only 5 mm in thickness.
   Present Continuous, Passive Voice
   Present Simple, Passive Voice
   Past Simple, Passive Voice
   Present Simple, Active Voice
   Present Continuous, Active Voice

23. Identify the verb tense: During this first office visit your dentist will make a temporary crown to cover and protect the prepared tooth while the crown is being made.
   Future Continuous, Active Voice
   Future Perfect, Active Voice
   Future Simple, Passive Voice
   Future Simple, Active Voice
   Future Perfect, Passive Voice

24. Identify the verb tense: A dental crown may be needed to restore an already broken tooth or a tooth that has been severely worn down.
   Present Perfect, Active Voice
   Present Continuous, Active Voice
   Past Perfect, Passive Voice
   Present Continuous, Passive Voice
   Present Perfect, Passive Voice

25. Complete the sentence: Inlays, onlays and all varieties of crowns can also be fabricated out of _______ materials, such as in CAD/CAM technology.
   ceramic
   plastic
   glass
   gold
   silver

26. Complete the sentence: Traditionally ______ than one visit is required to complete crown and bridge work.
   more
   most
   the most
   less
   least

27. Choose the correct alternative: If porcelain _____ to the gold crown, an additional minimum of 1 mm of tooth structure needs to be removed.
   is applied
   will be applied
   would be applied
   will to be applied
   are applied

28. Complete the sentence: Crowns are constructed to ______ the original functional dimensions of the tooth they are restoring.
   prevent
   avoid
29. Complete the sentence: Crowns are fabricated in a laboratory or with CAD/CAM_______.

treatment
disease
technician
technology
diagnosis

30. Insert the missing preposition: On average, dental crowns last ______ 5 and 15 years.
at
between
for
after
of

31. Insert the missing preposition: The life span of a crown depends ____ the amount of "wear and tear" the crown is exposed to
from
by
at
on
of

32. Insert the missing preposition: While a crowned tooth does not require any special care, remember that simply because a tooth is crowned does not mean the underlying tooth is protected ____ decay or gum disease.
from
on
of
by
at

33. Insert the missing preposition: Therefore, continue to follow good oral hygiene practices, including brushing your teeth ____ least twice a day and flossing once a day
at
from
on
of
by

34. Complete the sentence: In order to preserve dental crowns, you such habits as grinding or clenching your teeth, chewing ice, biting your fingernails, and using your teeth to open packaging.
should avoiding
should avoided
should avoids
should avoid
should to avoid
35. Complete the sentence: A dental crown is a ______ "cap" that is placed over a tooth – covering the tooth to restore its shape and size, strength, and/or to improve its appearance.
   flat
tooth-shaped
shapeless
oval
round

36. Suffix “-tion” means:
an action or process
tension
exaggerated fear, sensitivity, aversion
forming words regarding to cells
deficiency

37. Complete the sentence: Usually a post crown is a better option than having the tooth extracted with a subsequent denture or _______
   therapy
option
lifespan
bridge
decay

38. Select a word from the list that can be used with the word “noncarious”
crown
product
lesion
intake
bone

39. Choose the preposition to match the word: associated
   between
with
in
on
at

40. Choose the preposition to match the word: prone
   to
   in
   at
   for
   by

41. Complete the sentence: A post is placed _______ the tooth and acts as a seat for the crown.
   for
   inside
   between
   removing
42. Complete the sentence: You should avoid ___ such habits as grinding or clenching your teeth, chewing ice, biting your fingernails, and using your teeth to open packaging between - on from with

43. Choose the correct translation for “зуби, що втратили форму”
- imshapened teeth
- less-shapened teeth
- misshapened teeth
- unshapened teeth
- disshapened teeth

44. Complete the sentence: A dental crown is NOT needed in the following situation:
To replace missing teeth that can be taken out and put back into your mouth
To cover a dental implant
To cover misshapened or severely discolored teeth
To cover and support a tooth with a large filling when there isn't a lot of tooth left
To restore an already broken tooth or a tooth that has been severely worn down

45. Complete the sentence: When the top of a tooth is lost due to _______ there may be very little for the crown to actually hold onto.
inside
- affected
- extraction
- decay
- therapy

46. Complete the sentence: _______ the tooth is restored with a full gold crown, the restoration is only 5 mm in thickness.
If
Or
- On
- Up
- Off

47. Complete the sentence: If the tooth is _______ with a full gold crown, the restoration is only 5 mm in thickness.
restored
- destroyed
- lost
- ruined
- rest

48. Complete the sentence: If the tooth is restored _______ a full gold crown, the restoration is only 5 mm in thickness.
with
- without
- which
49. Complete the sentence: If the tooth is restored with a full gold ______, the restoration is only 5 mm in thickness.

crow
cow
crown
crawl
crowd

50. Complete the sentence: If the tooth is restored with a full gold crown, the ________ is only 5 mm in thickness.

resting
reservation
restoration
restore
restaurant

51. Complete the sentence: If the tooth is restored with a full gold crown, the restoration is ________ 5 mm in thickness.

indeed
only
always
anytime
upon

52. Complete the sentence: During this ______ office visit your dentist will make a temporary crown to cover and protect the prepared tooth while the crown is being made.

feast
first
last
fist
fast

53. Complete the sentence: During this first office visit your dentist will ______ a temporary crown to cover and protect the prepared tooth while the crown is being made.

made
making
be
have
make

54. Complete the sentence: During this first office visit your dentist will make a _______ crown to cover and protect the prepared tooth while the crown is being made.

template
permanent
permanently
temporary
temptation
55. Complete the sentence: During this first office visit your dentist will make a temporary ______ to cover and protect the prepared tooth while the crown is being made.

- crown
- crowd
- crow
- cross
- clown

56. Complete the sentence: During this first office visit your dentist will make a temporary crown to cover and ______ the prepared tooth while the crown is being made.

- protection
- protect
- detect
- correct
- infect

57. Complete the sentence: During this first office visit your dentist will make a temporary crown to cover and protect the prepared tooth ______ the crown is being made.

- was
- which
- while
- wile
- whose

58. Complete the sentence: A dental crown ______ be needed to restore an already broken tooth or a tooth that has been severely worn down

- have
- did
- does
- is
- may

59. Complete the sentence: A dental crown may be ______ to restore an already broken tooth or a tooth that has been severely worn down

- needs
- unneeded
- needless
- needed
- need

60. Complete the sentence: A dental crown may be needed to ______ an already broken tooth or a tooth that has been severely worn down

- restoring
- restore
- restorable
- destroy
- store

61. Complete the sentence: A dental crown may be needed to restore an already ______ tooth or a tooth that has been severely worn down

- brought
- broking
brokenness
broken
brother

62. Complete the sentence: A dental crown may be needed to restore an already broken tooth or a tooth that has ______ severely worn down

be
have
been
had
bean

63. Complete the sentence: A dental crown may be needed to restore an already broken tooth or a tooth that has been severely ______ down

worn
worth
worse
wear
warning

64. Complete the sentence: Traditionally, the teeth to be crowned are ______ by a dentist and records are given to a dental technician to fabricate the crown or bridge.

prepaid
pressure
prepared
preparation
preposition

65. Complete the sentence: Traditionally, the teeth to be crowned are prepared ______ a dentist and records are given to a dental technician to fabricate the crown or bridge.

by
if
on
to
while
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1. Choose the term to match the definition: Dental crowns that withstand biting and chewing forces well and last the longest in terms of wear down
   - metal crowns
   - temporary crowns
   - all-ceramic crowns
   - porcelain-fused-to-metal crowns
   - all-resin dental crowns

2. Choose the term to match the definition: Dental crowns whose portion can easily chip or break off
   - all-ceramic crowns
   - porcelain-fused-to-metal crowns
   - metal crowns
   - temporary crowns
   - all-resin dental crowns

3. Choose the term to match the definition: Dental crowns that usually cause increased wearing to the opposing teeth
   - temporary crowns
   - all-resin dental crowns
   - porcelain-fused-to-metal crowns
   - all-ceramic crowns
   - metal crowns

4. Complete the sentence: Porcelain-fused-to-metal dental crowns can be a good _______ for front or back teeth
   - chews
   - chose
   - chosen
   - choice
   - choose

5. Complete the sentence: Sometimes the metal _______ the crown's porcelain can show through as a dark line
   - underlying
   - underlie
   - underlay
   - underlies
   - underlain

6. Complete the sentence: All-resin dental crowns are _____ expensive than other crown types
   - less
   - more
   - much
   - little
   - much more

7. Complete the sentence: Afterwards, the tooth _______ with a crown or filling for protection.
8. Complete the sentence: If everything is acceptable, a _____ will be used to numb the tooth and the new crown is permanently cemented in place.

- local anesthetic
- general anesthesia
- twilight sleep
- antibiotics
- NSAIDs

9. Complete the sentence: Temporary crowns usually are made of _____ and are held in place using a temporary cement.

- resin
- glass
- acrylic
- gold
- porcelain

10. Complete the sentence: The amount ____ depends on the type of crown used (for instance, all-metal crowns are thinner, requiring less tooth structure removal than all-porcelain or porcelain-fused-to-metal ones).

- removes
- removing
- remove
- removed
- removal

11. Complete the sentence: At the first visit in preparation for a crown, your dentist may take _____ X-rays to check the roots of the tooth receiving the crown and surrounding bone.

- little
- fewer
- a few
- few
- a little

12. Complete the sentence: Impressions of the teeth above and below the tooth to receive the dental crown will also be made to make sure that the crown will not _____ your bite.

- affirm
- affect
- effect
- increase
- decrease

13. Insert the missing preposition: Depending ____ the condition of your mouth at any one time, your dentist performs several different types of procedures.

- on
- of
- from
14. Insert the missing preposition: ______ this appointment, the temporary crown is removed, after which the dentist will position and fasten the new crown to the tooth with a special adhesive.

At On In By Into

15. Insert the missing preposition: All-ceramic crowns are a good choice ___ front teeth.

by at for of from

16. Complete the sentence: All-ceramic dental crowns are not _____ strong _____ porcelain-fused-to-metal crowns and they wear down opposing teeth a little more than metal or resin crowns.

now…then as… as either … or such … as neither … nor

17. Insert the missing preposition: If, _____ the other hand, a large area of the tooth is missing (due to decay or damage), your dentist will use filling material to "build up" the tooth to support the crown.

by of on at in

18. Insert the missing preposition: If your crown is made ____ porcelain, your dentist will also select the shade that most closely matches the color of the neighboring teeth.

of from out in at

19. Choose the correct alternative: Before ______ between the different types of dental crowns, consider the functions they serve.

having differentiated being differentiated differentiating differentiated differentiates
20. Choose the correct alternative: Your ___ crowned tooth may be sensitive immediately after the procedure.
   new
   anew
   newer
   newest
   newly

21. Choose the correct alternative: When the top of a tooth is lost due to decay there may be very ____ for the crown to actually hold onto.
   less
   least
   few
   a few
   little

22. Choose the correct alternative: Usually a post crown is a ____ option than having the tooth extracted with a subsequent denture or bridge.
   best
   gooder
   the goodest
   goodest
   better

23. Choose the correct alternative: Porcelain-fused-to-metal dental crowns can be color matched to your ____ teeth
   adjacent
   permanent
   temporary
   wisdom
   primary

24. Choose the correct alternative: Post crowns have a shorter ____ than normal crowns as the roots may be brittle and weaker.
   exfoliation
   lifespan
   placement
   shedding
   extraction

25. Choose the correct alternative: In addition to providing a strong bond to the tooth, gold alloy doesn't fracture, _____ does it wear away the tooth itself
   either
   nor
   not
   any
   neither

26. Choose the correct alternative: It also requires ____ amount of healthy tooth to be removed prior to fitting.
   the fewest
   fewer
27. Choose the correct alternative: Base metal alloys are made up of non-noble metals that are ____ resistant to corrosion, and make for a very strong crown.

high
highly
higher
highest
the highest

28. Complete the sentence: Ceramic crowns are used for restoring front teeth, and are popular in this area for their ability to ____ with your natural tooth color.

destroy
mismatch
impair
eliminate
blend

29. Identify the verb tense: The crown is made of a porcelain-based material.

Present Simple, Passive Voice
Past Simple, Passive Voice
Present Simple, Active Voice
Present Continuous, Active Voice
Present Continuous, Passive Voice

30. Identify the verb tense: Your dentist may also place a temporary crown while the permanent one is being made.

Past Simple, Passive Voice
Present Continuous, Passive Voice
Present Continuous, Active Voice
Present Simple, Active Voice
Present Simple, Passive Voice

31. Complete the sentence: Before this impression is created, your dentist must first reduce your tooth's size so that the crown fits ____.

prepared
prepare
propelled
properly
proper

32. Complete the sentence: The main ____ of a crown is to cover a damaged tooth, but it also strengthens it, improving its overall appearance and alignment in the mouth.

challenge
disadvantage
advantage
drawback
purpose
33. Complete the sentence: Crowns are made by taking an ______ of the tooth or teeth they'll be covering.

impression
expression
implant
elimination
extraction

34. Complete the sentence: ______ teeth cleanings, cavity fillings and bondings comprise some of the routine sessions, more involved procedures are now common and easy to complete.

Although
Despite
In spite of
In addition to
However

35. Complete the sentence: ______ root canals and wisdom tooth extractions, dental crowns are often needed as well, and come in more than one form.

In spite of
However
In addition to
Although
Despite

36. Suffix “-cyto” means:
tension
deficiency
forming words regarding to cells
an action or process
exaggerated fear, sensitivity, aversion

37. Complete the sentence: Post crowns have a shorter _________ than normal crowns as the roots may be brittle and weaker.

bridge
option
lifespan
therapy
decay

38. Select a word from the list that can be used with the word “excessive”

intake
lesion
with
dental
on

39. Choose the preposition to match the word: characterized
to
at
for
by
40. Select a word from the list that can be used with the word “waste”
abscess
intake
product
bone
lesion

41. Insert the missing preposition: On average, dental crowns last _______ 5 and 15 years.
around
from
at
in
between

42. Choose the correct translation for “міцність”
weakness
protection
restoration
measure
strength

43. Complete the sentence: A dental crown is NOT needed in the following situation:
To replace one or more missing tooth by joining an artificial tooth definitively to adjacent teeth
or dental implants
To protect a weak tooth (for instance, from decay) from breaking or to hold together parts of a
cracked tooth
To restore an already broken tooth or a tooth that has been severely worn down
To cover and support a tooth with a large filling when there isn't a lot of tooth left
To cover misshapened or severely discolored teeth

44. Choose the correct translation for “прилеглий зуб”
misshapened tooth
decayed tooth
adjacent tooth
cracked tooth
permanent tooth

45. Choose the correct translation for “main drawback”
основний недолік
основна різниця
основний сплав
основна міцність
основний розмір

46. Complete the sentence: Traditionally, the teeth to be crowned are prepared by a dentist
and records are _______ to a dental technician to fabricate the crown or bridge.
given
give
give up
gave
47. Complete the sentence: Traditionally, the teeth to be crowned are prepared by a dentist and records are given to a dental _______ to fabricate the crown or bridge.

** techniques, technician, technology, technically**

48. Complete the sentence: Traditionally, the teeth to be crowned are prepared by a dentist and records are given to a dental technician to fabricate the crown or _______.

**bring, ring, ridge, brick, bridge**

49. Choose the correct alternative: When ______ is first detected in a tooth, the usual action taken by the dentist is to provide the tooth with an intracoronal restoration.

**degree, decay, decide, deceit, deform**

50. Choose the correct alternative: When decay is first ______ in a tooth, the usual action taken by the dentist is to provide the tooth with an intracoronal restoration.

**detected, detention, retention, directed, selected**

51. Choose the correct alternative: When decay is first detected in a tooth, the ______ action taken by the dentist is to provide the tooth with an intracoronal restoration.

**usual, unusual, casual, visual, seldom**

52. Choose the correct alternative: When decay is first detected in a tooth, the usual action taken by the dentist is to ______ the tooth with an intracoronal restoration.

**promise, prevent, provide, promote, prove**

53. Choose the correct alternative: When decay is first detected in a tooth, the usual action taken by the dentist is to provide the tooth ______ an intracoronal restoration.
54. Choose the correct alternative: When decay is first detected in a tooth, the usual action taken by the dentist is to provide the tooth with an _______ restoration.
intracoronal
intrapersonal
interactional
interacting
intercostal

55. Choose the correct alternative: _______ of a tooth for a crown involves the irreversible removal of a significant amount of tooth structure.
Prepare
Prepared
Preparing
Preparation
Preparations

56. Choose the correct alternative: Preparation of a tooth for a crown _______ the irreversible removal of a significant amount of tooth structure.
invisible
involves
involution
invoice
invocation

57. Choose the correct alternative: Preparation of a tooth for a crown involves the _______ removal of a significant amount of tooth structure.
irrelevant
relevance
irreversible
reversible
reversing

58. Choose the correct alternative: Preparation of a tooth for a crown involves the irreversible _______ of a significant amount of tooth structure.
remove
removing
moving
remodel
removal

59. Choose the correct alternative: Preparation of a tooth for a crown involves the irreversible removal of a significant _______ of tooth structure.
amount
amounted
among
mount
mounting

60. Insert the missing word: While a _______ tooth does not require any special care,
    remember that simply because a tooth is crowned does not mean the underlying tooth is
    protected from decay or gum disease.

crowned
crown
crowning
crowd
crowdy

61. Insert the missing word: While a crowned tooth does not _______ any special care,
    remember that simply because a tooth is crowned does not mean the underlying tooth is
    protected from decay or gum disease.

require
required
requires
requiring
require

62. Insert the missing word: While a crowned tooth does not require any special care,
    remember that _______ because a tooth is crowned does not mean the underlying tooth is
    protected from decay or gum disease.

simplest
hardest
hardly
simply
simple

63. Insert the missing word: While a crowned tooth does not require any special care,
    remember that simply because a tooth is crowned does not mean the ________ tooth is
    protected from decay or gum disease.

evenly distributed
underlying
overlying
overcoming
surrounding

64. Insert the missing word: While a crowned tooth does not require any special care,
    remember that simply because a tooth is crowned does not mean the underlying tooth is
    _______ from decay or gum disease.

protects
protecting
to protect
protected
protect

65. Insert the missing word: While a crowned tooth does not require any special care,
    remember that simply because a tooth is crowned does not mean the underlying tooth is
    protected from decay or gum _________.

cure
prevention
examination
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1. Choose the term to match the definition: A type of filling which consists of mercury mixed with silver, tin, zinc, and copper.
   porcelain
   plastic filling
   composite resin filling
   silver amalgam
   gold

2. Complete the sentence: First, the dentist will _____ the area around the tooth to be worked on with a local anesthetic.
   extract
   remove
   polish
   numb
   clean

3. Complete the sentence: The choice of instrument _____ the individual dentist's comfort level, training, and investment in the particular piece of equipment as well as location and extent of the decay.
   depend of
   depend on
   depends on
   depends of
   depends from

4. Complete the sentence: Once the decay has been removed, your dentist will prepare the space for the filling by cleaning the cavity of ___________.
   bacteria and debrises
   bacteria and debris
   bacterias and debris
   bacteriae and debris
   bacteriums and debrises

5. Choose the correct alternative: If the decay is _____ the root, your dentist may first put in a liner made of glass ionomer, composite resin, or other material to protect the nerve.
   near
   inside
   within
   in
   amidst

6. Choose the correct alternative: Today, several dental filling materials are _______.
   available
   access
   accessibility
   availability
   accused
7. Complete the sentence: The location and ______ of the decay, cost of filling material, patients' insurance coverage and your dentist's recommendation assist in determining the type of filling that will best address your needs.
existence
excess
excessive
extent
extensive

8. Choose the correct translation for “витримувати жувальні сили”:
withstand chewing forces
draw chewing forces
withdraw chewing forces
stand chewing forces
withwind chewing forces

9. Choose the correct translation for “переваги і недоліки”:
advantages and disadvantages
additions and disadjustments
strength and durability
aesthetics and destruction
aesthetics and expense

10. Choose the correct translation for “grayish hue”:
dоступна ціна
сіруватий відтінок
колір оточуючих зубів
сірий відбиток
сірий розчин

11. Choose the correct translation for “універсальність у використанні”:
versatility in use
variability is use
variety of use
veracity in use
versification in use

12. Choose the term to match the definition: Type of filling that lasts at least 10 to 15 years, usually longer; do not corrode.
composite filling
porcelain
plastic filling
cast gold
silver filling (amalgam)

13. Choose the term to match the definition: Type of filling whose shade/color can be closely matched to the color of existing teeth; it is particularly well suited for use in front teeth or visible parts of teeth.
cast gold
porcelain
composite filling
silver filling (amalgam)
14. Choose the term to match the definition: Type of filling that can cause destruction of more tooth structure – healthy parts of the tooth must often are removed to make a space large enough to hold the filling.

glass ionomer

15. Choose the term to match the definition: Fillings that are more expensive than other materials.

cast gold
silver filling (amalgam)
composite filling
porcelain
plastic filling

16. Choose the term to match the definition: Type of filling that is characterized by lack of durability under the pressure of chewing.

composite filling
silver filling (amalgam)
cast gold
porcelain
plastic filling

17. Choose the term to match the definition: Fillings that can cause discoloration and can create a grayish hue to the surrounding tooth structure.

18. Choose the term to match the definition: Fillings that chemically bond to tooth structure, providing further support to the tooth.

glass ionomers
composite fillings
silver fillings (amalgam)
cast gold fillings
Porcelain fillings

19. Choose the term to match the definition: Fillings that require a tooth-sparing preparation – sometimes less tooth structure needs to be removed for the filling.

20. Choose the term to match the definition: Fillings that can cause allergic reactions.
glass ionomers
composite filling
silver filling (amalgam)
plastic filling
cast gold

21. Choose the term to match the definition: Filling material that is most commonly used for fillings below the gum line and for fillings in young children.
glass ionomer
plastic filling
cast gold
composite filling
silver filling (amalgam)

22. Choose the term to match the definition: Filling material that may experience a wider degree of expansion and contraction and lead to a higher incidence of cracks and fractures.
silver filling (amalgam)
cast gold
composite filling
porcelain
plastic filling

23. Complete the sentence: Some patients find gold more _____ to the eye than silver fillings.
pleasing
pleased
please
pleases
pleasance

24. Complete the sentence: A gold filling placed immediately _____ to a silver, amalgam filling can cause a sharp pain (galvanic shock) to occur.
beside
closer
behind
next
near

25. Complete the sentence: The interaction between the metals and ____ causes an electric current to occur.
pulp
saliva
tooth
gum
tongue

26. Complete the sentence: Durability of this filling material is at least 10 to 15 years, and it usually ______ composite fillings.
overlasts
outlasts
overestimates
27. Complete the sentence: All teeth expand and contract in the presence of hot and cold liquids, which _____ can cause the tooth to crack or fracture.

originally
at first
ultimately
initially
from the very first

28. Complete the sentence: In addition to use as a filling material for decay, composite fillings can also ____ to repair chipped, broken or worn teeth.

be using
to be using
to be used
be used
be uses

29. Complete the sentence: Composite fillings can cost up to ______ the cost of amalgams.

twice
the same
less
once
thrice

30. Complete the sentence: Ceramics, which are made most often of porcelain, are more ______ to staining than composite resin material but are also more abrasive.

resistant
resist
unresisting
resistance
nonresistant

31. Complete the sentence: However, this material is weaker than composite resin and is more susceptible to wear and ______ fracture.

prone in
prone to
prone of
prone at
prone by

32. Complete the sentence: The durability of silver fillings is

not more than 10 years
less than 10 years
at least 10 to 15 years
less than 5 years
at least 5 to 10 years

33. Choose the antonym to the word “vital”

Dead
Hard
Front
34. Choose a pair of words which is NOT antonymous:
destroy – ruin
pack in – come out
entrance – exit
soft – hard
front – back

35. Complete the sentence: There are two types of indirect fillings
onlays and outlays
oflays and outlays
atlays and offlays
inlays and onlays
inlays and outlays

36. Choose the definition to match the term: “Veneers”
a thin layer of restorative material placed over a tooth surface
tooth-coloured materials made of a mixture of acrylic acids and fine glass powders
the most common form of dental restoration
type of dental restoration which completely caps or encircles a tooth
can be made of a mixture of an alloy of silver-tin and liquid mercury

37. Choose the correct translation for “безболісний”
not painless
unpainless
painfulness
painless
painful

38. Choose the correct translation for “numb”:
видаляти наліт
неправильно використовувати
викликати оніміння
невідповідне призначення
місце розташування

39. Identify the verb tense: Next, your dentist will probe or test the area during the decay removal process.
Future Simple, Active Voice
Present Continuous, Active Voice
Present Simple, Active Voice
Past Simple, Active Voice
Present Perfect, Active Voice

40. Identify the verb tense: The choice of instrument depends on the individual dentist's comfort level, training, and investment in the particular piece of equipment as well as location and extent of the decay.
Present Continuous, Active Voice
Past Simple, Active Voice
Present Perfect, Active Voice
41. Identify the verb tense: Several dental filling materials are available.

42. Complete the sentence: Next, your dentist will ______ or test the area during the decay removal process.
   - protect
   - provide
   - promote
   - probe
   - prevent

43. Complete the sentence: Next, your dentist will probe or test the ______ during the decay removal process.
   - arch
   - arson
   - aurum
   - area
   - air

44. Complete the sentence: Next, your dentist will probe or test the area ______ the decay removal process.
   - until
   - once
   - during
   - after
   - before

45. Complete the sentence: Next, your dentist will probe or test the area during the ______ removal process.
   - definition
   - decay
   - deformity
   - delivery
   - defiance

46. Complete the sentence: Next, your dentist will probe or test the area during the decay ______ process.
   - removal
   - reprimand
   - retrieval
   - revival
   - restoration

47. Complete the sentence: The ______ of instrument depends on the individual dentist's comfort level, training, and investment in the particular piece of equipment as well as location and extent of the decay.
48. Complete the sentence: The choice of _______ depends on the individual dentist's comfort level, training, and investment in the particular piece of equipment as well as location and extent of the decay.

instrument
disease
diagnosis
ailment
complaint

49. Complete the sentence: The choice of instrument _______ on the individual dentist's comfort level, training, and investment in the particular piece of equipment as well as location and extent of the decay.

defies
depends
deprives
derives
defines

50. Complete the sentence: The choice of instrument depends on the individual dentist's _____ level, training, and investment in the particular piece of equipment as well as location and extent of the decay.

compromise
compound
comfort
complaint
content

51. Complete the sentence: The choice of instrument depends on the individual dentist's comfort level, training, and ________ in the particular piece of equipment as well as location and extent of the decay.

investment
investigation
inversion
invitation
information

52. Complete the sentence: The choice of instrument depends on the individual dentist's comfort level, training, and investment in the ________ piece of equipment as well as location and extent of the decay.

neither
random
particular
several
seldom
53. Complete the sentence: The choice of instrument depends on the individual dentist's comfort level, training, and investment in the particular _______ of equipment as well as location and extent of the decay.

- piece
- probe
- pound
- power
- proof

54. Complete the sentence: The choice of instrument depends on the individual dentist's comfort level, training, and investment in the particular piece of _______ as well as location and extent of the decay.

- equipment
- acquire
- equivalent
- equilibrium
- equine

55. Complete the sentence: The choice of instrument depends on the individual dentist's comfort level, training, and investment in the particular piece of equipment as well as _______ and extent of the decay.

- connection
- device
- proof
- location
- treatment

56. Complete the sentence: The choice of instrument depends on the individual dentist's comfort level, training, and investment in the particular piece of equipment as well as location and _______ of the decay.

- exist
- examine
- extent
- expense
- exhale

57. Complete the sentence: _______ dental filling materials are available.

- Several
- None
- No
- One
- Either

58. Complete the sentence: Several dental _______ materials are available.

- fouling
- filling
- filing
- falling
- feeling

59. Complete the sentence: Several dental filling materials _______ available.

- to be
60. Complete the sentence: Several dental filling materials are _______.
available
enable
empower
impossible
immediate

61. Complete the sentence: Ceramics, which are made most often of_____, are more resistant to staining than composite resin material but are also more abrasive.
silver
amalgam
bone
porcelain
gold

62. Complete the sentence: Ceramics, which are made most often of porcelain are more resistant to staining than composite resin material but are also _____abrasive.
less
few
a few
more
much

63. Complete the sentence: Ceramics, which are made most often of porcelain, are more resistant to ______ than composite resin material but are also more abrasive.
staining
treatment
prevention
cure
examination

64. Complete the sentence: Ceramics, which are made most often of porcelain, are more resistant to staining than composite _____material but are also more abrasive.
raise
raising
rise
resin
raisin

65. Complete the sentence: Ceramics, which are made most often of porcelain, are more resistant to staining than composite resin material but are ________ more abrasive.
instead
also
until
upon
within
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1. Complete the sentence: Indirect fillings are similar to composite or tooth-colored fillings ______ that they are made in a dental laboratory and require two visits before being placed.

   in addition
   however
   except
   along with
   besides

2. Identify the verb tense: Indirect fillings are considered when not enough tooth structure remains to support a filling but the tooth is not so severely damaged that it needs a crown.

   Present Simple, Passive Voice
   Present Simple, Active Voice
   Future Continuous, Passive Voice
   Future Simple, Passive Voice
   Future Simple, Active Voice

3. Identify the verb tense: "while your restoration is being made"

   Present Simple, Active Voice
   Past Simple, Passive Voice
   Present Continuous, Passive Voice
   Present Continuous, Active Voice
   Present Simple, Passive Voice

4. Identify the verb tense: The impression is sent to a dental laboratory that will make the indirect filling.

   Present Simple, Active Voice
   Future Continuous, Passive Voice
   Future Simple, Passive Voice
   Present Simple, Passive Voice
   Future Simple, Active Voice

5. Complete the sentence: During the first visit, decay or an old filling_____.

   remove
   is removed
   are removed
   is removing
   are removing

6. Complete the sentence: An impression is taken to record the shape of the tooth _____ and the teeth around it.

   be repaired
   been repaired
   to be repaired
   being repaired
   was repaired

7. Complete the sentence: During the second visit, the ____ filling is removed, and the dentist will check the fit of the indirect restoration.

   temporary
permanent
defective
amalgam
ionomer

8. Complete the sentence:_______ that the fit is acceptable, it will be permanently cemented into place.

provided
to provide
provides
provide
providing

9. Choose the term to match the definition: Type of indirect filling that is sometimes called “a partial crown”.

ionomer
inlays
cast gold
onlays
amalgam

10. Choose the term to match the definition: Type of indirect filling: the entire work lies within the cusps (bumps) on the chewing surface of the tooth.

inlays
amalgam
ionomer
onlays
cast gold

11. Complete the sentence: Teeth can be filled with gold; silver amalgam; or tooth-colored, plastic and glass materials called_______.

porcelain fillings
composite resin fillings
indirect fillings
onlays
inlays

12. Complete the sentence: Healthy parts of the tooth must often be removed to make a ____ large enough to hold the amalgam filling.

space
socket
pocket
cusp
duct

13. Complete the sentence: In comparison with other filling materials, amalgam material may experience a wider degree of expansion and contraction and lead to a higher _____ of cracks and fractures.

accidents
insurance
incendiary
indecision
incidence

14. Complete the sentence: The shade/color of the composites can is particularly ______ for use in front teeth or visible parts of teeth.
well-suited
well-suit
well-suiting
well-suits
well-suitings

15. Complete the sentence: Composite fillings actually chemically ____ to tooth structure, providing further support to the tooth.
bandage
band
bond
bound
bud

16. Complete the sentence: Tooth-sparing preparation - sometimes ____ tooth structure needs to be removed compared with amalgams when removing decay and preparing for the filling.
less
more
much
much more
least

17. Complete the sentence: If composites are used for inlays or onlays, more than one office visit __________.
may be required
may to require
may require
may required
may be requiring

18. Choose the correct translation for “видаляти тимчасову пломбу”: to remove the permanent filing
to remove the premature filing
to remove the temporal filing
to remove the temporale filing
to remove the temporary filing

19. Choose the correct translation for “неправильно використовувати”: to overuse
to underuse
not to use
to misuse
to abuse

20. Choose the correct translation for “витрата”: suspense
expect
expense
21. Choose the correct translation for “durability”:
вітривалість
перевага
недолік
розташування
призначення

22. Choose the correct translation for “restoring a tooth”:
відновлення зуба
видалення зуба
пломбування зуба
полірування зуба
чищення зуба

23. Complete the sentence: Silver amalgam is probably the ______ filling material.
most wider knowing
most widely knows
most widest known
most widely known
most wide known

24. Complete the sentence: The popularity of amalgam among dentists is due in part to its
low cost as well as its__________.
strength and durability
strong and durable
strong and duration
strengthen and durability
strengthening and durability

25. Complete the sentence: And even _______ they are not aesthetically pleasing, these
fillings can typically last 15 years or longer.
despite
besides
though
although
in spite of

26. Complete the sentence: Ceramic restorations are typically _____ as inlays or onlays.
revised to
renewal to
referred to
reviewed to
respond to

27. Complete the sentence: Traditional glass ionomer does not match your tooth color
_______ composite resin.
as quickly as
as soon as
as hard as
28. Complete the sentence: Gold fillings are not as commonly used and are an ______ alternative.

expensive
durable
possible
long-lasting
strong

29. Complete the sentence: By closing off spaces where bacteria can enter, a filling also helps________.

affect the hue of surrounding teeth
change the chemical content of saliva
facilitate swallowing
prevent further decay
promote regeneration of tooth hard tissues

30. Complete the sentence: Nowadays, fillings vary in ______ and material.

complexity
complexion
completion
complement
complication

31. Complete the sentence: A composite tooth filling, typically made of powdered glass and acrylic resin, offers ____ advantages over an amalgam filling.

a few
the few
little
a little
the little

32. Identify the verb tense: According to the Food and Drug Administration, dentists have been using this type of filling for more than 150 years.

Present Perfect, Active Voice
Present Perfect, Passive Voice
Present Perfect Continuous, Passive Voice
Present Continuous, Active Voice
Present Perfect Continuous, Active Voice

33. Identify the verb tense: As more people want natural-looking smiles, composite fillings have become increasingly popular.

Present Perfect Continuous, Passive Voice
Present Continuous, Active Voice
Present Perfect, Active Voice
Present Perfect, Passive Voice
Present Perfect Continuous, Active Voice
34. Identify the verb tense: And although it has been determined that the level of mercury in the filling is safe for people over the age of six, you might prefer not to have a filling made from this material.  
Present Continuous, Active Voice  
Present Perfect, Passive Voice  
Present Perfect, Active Voice  
Present Perfect Continuous, Active Voice  
Present Perfect Continuous, Passive Voice

35. Complete the sentence: Composite fillings are easily tinted by your dentist to match the rest of your teeth.  
Present Simple, Active Voice  
Past Simple, Passive Voice  
Present Simple, Passive Voice  
Present Continuous, Passive Voice  
Present Continuous, Active Voice

36. Give the answer to the question: “How many types of indirect fillings are there?”
1  
4  
3  
2  
5

37. Choose the antonym to the word “destroy”
Preserve  
Dead  
Hard  
Front  
Exit

38. Choose a pair of words which is NOT antonymous:
hard – solid  
pack in – come out  
entrance – exit  
vital – dead  
front – back

39. Complete the sentence: Glass ionomer generally lasts
5 years or less  
at least 10 to 15 years  
5 to 10 years  
more than 10 years  
more than 15 years

40. Choose the definition to match the term: “cast gold filling”
can be made in a dental laboratory and require two visits before being placed type of dental restoration which completely caps or encircles a tooth is the most common form of dental restoration tooth-coloured materials made of a mixture of acrylic acids and fine glass powders permanent filling for front teeth
41. Suffix “less” means:
beneath
superior
lack of something, without
outside
excessive

42. Identify the verb tense: A 2003 study showed that fillings have a finite lifespan.
Present Continuous, Active Voice
Present Perfect, Active Voice
Past Simple, Active Voice
Present Simple, Active Voice
Future Simple, Active Voice

43. Choose the correct translation for “durability”
довговічність, зносостійкість
розташування, місцезнаходження
подрібнення
зловживання
невідповідне призначення

44. Choose the correct synonym to “additional visit”
попередне відвідування
недостатнє відвідування
відвідування за домовленістю
додаткове відвідування
завчасне відвідування

45. Choose the correct translation for “strength”:
rozташування
міцність
слабкість
недолік
призначення

46. Complete the sentence: To ______ a cavity your dentist will remove the decayed portion of the tooth and then "fill "the area on the tooth.
find
expand
treat
form
create

47. Complete the sentence: To treat a cavity your dentist will _____ the decayed portion of the tooth and then "fill "the area on the tooth.
remove
remain
remind
retrieve
revive
48. Complete the sentence: To treat a cavity your dentist ______ remove the decayed portion of the tooth and then "fill" the area on the tooth.

does
have
will
had
did

49. Complete the sentence: To treat a cavity your dentist will remove the ______ portion of the tooth and then "fill" the area on the tooth.

decayed
defined
defied
defeated
defiled

50. Complete the sentence: To treat a cavity your dentist will remove the decayed portion of the tooth and then "fill" the ____ on the tooth.

arch
air
arson
area
urea

51. Complete the sentence: Fillings are also _____ to repair cracked or broken teeth and teeth that have been worn down from misuse (such as from nail-biting or tooth grinding).

used
using
uses
to use
use

52. Complete the sentence: Fillings are also used to _____ cracked or broken teeth and teeth that have been worn down from misuse (such as from nail-biting or tooth grinding).

promote
provide
facilitate
repair
prevent

53. Complete the sentence: Fillings are also used to repair cracked or _____ teeth and teeth that have been worn down from misuse (such as from nail-biting or tooth grinding).

breaks
broken
break
breakdown
breakage

54. Complete the sentence: Fillings are also used to repair cracked or broken teeth and teeth that _____ been worn down from misuse (such as from nail-biting or tooth grinding).

could
have
55. Complete the sentence: Fillings are also used to repair cracked or broken teeth and teeth that have ______ worn down from misuse (such as from nail-biting or tooth grinding).

56. Complete the sentence: Fillings are also used to repair cracked or broken teeth and teeth that have been ______ worn down from misuse (such as from nail-biting or tooth grinding).

57. Complete the sentence: Fillings are also used to repair cracked or broken teeth and teeth that have been worn down ______ misuse (such as from nail-biting or tooth grinding).

58. Complete the sentence: Fillings are also used to repair cracked or broken teeth and teeth that have been worn down ______ from misuse (such as from nail-biting or tooth grinding).

59. Complete the sentence: Fillings are also used to repair cracked or broken teeth and teeth that have been worn down from _______ (such as from nail-biting or tooth grinding).

60. Complete the sentence: Next, a ______, air abrasion instrument or laser will be used to remove the decayed area.

61. Complete the sentence: Next, a drill, ____ abrasion instrument or laser will be used to remove the decayed area.

air
area
arch
arson
aurum

62. Complete the sentence: Next, a drill, air abrasion instrument or laser will be used to remove the ______ area.
decayed
defined
defied
defeated
defiled

63. Complete the sentence: Next, a drill, air abrasion instrument or laser will be _____ to remove the decayed area.
uses
to use
use
used
using

64. Complete the sentence: Next, a drill, air abrasion instrument or laser will be used to ______ the decayed area.
remove
remain
remind
retrieve
revive

65. Complete the sentence: Next, your dentist _____ probe or test the area during the decay removal process.

have
will
does
did
has
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1. Complete the sentence: Abrasion and erosion can wear away the tooth’s hard outer layers, leaving the pulp__________.
   protected  vulnerable  healthy  removed  treated

2. Choose the correct verb form: Complete nerve death ______ to be the consequence of untreated pulpitis.
   are considered  has considered  is considered  considers  considering

3. Complete the sentence: Pulpitis becomes irreversible as swelling inside the rigid encasement of the_____ compromises circulation, making the pulp necrotic.
   ligament  papillae  root  dentin  enamel

4. Complete the sentence: Patients with pulpitis often complain of ________.
   abnormal formation of the enamel or external layer of teeth  dry mouth, painful lumps on the lips or in the throat  unusual bleeding, pain, bad breath, and numbness in the mouth  discoloured gums and sores in the mouth  intense pain upon eating or drinking something very sweet, hot, or cold

5. Choose the correct verb form: If the patient had visited the dentist earlier, the tooth decay ______ the pulp.
   does not reach  would not have reached  had not reached  will not reach  do not reach

6. Choose the correct verb form: Tooth decay _____ already ______ the pulp.
   will have … damaged  is … damages  has … damaged  is … damaged  had … damaged

7. Choose the correct verb form: Pulp stones are _____ to cause severe pain.
   knew  knowing  knows
8. Choose the term to match the definition: A change in tooth shape characterized by an enlarged pulp chamber, apical displacement of the pulpal floor, and no constriction at the level of the cemento-enamel junction.

taurodontism
pulpitis
hypercementosis
TMJ dislocation
pulp necrosis

9. Choose the term to match the definition: Painful inflammation of the innermost part of the tooth that contains the nerves and blood vessels.
pulpitis
periostitis
gingivitis
stomatitis
glossitis

10. Choose the term to match the definition: This breakdown is caused by bacteria that produce acid, destroying tooth enamel and resulting in cavitation.
erosion
tooth necrosis
caries
pulpitis
abrasion

11. Choose the term to match the definition: An accumulation of pus in an enclosed tissue space.
edema
abscess
periodontitis
pulpitis
tooth decay

12. Choose the correct alternative: There was ______ noticeable pain since the pulp died gradually.
a little
little
many
few
a few

13. Insert the missing word: When the pulp becomes inflamed, ______ begins to build up in the pulp cavity.
saliva
blood
air
pressure
dentin
14. Insert the missing word: Patient may have trouble locating the ______ of pain, confusing it with neighbouring teeth.

source
pulpitis
cavity
body
root

15. Choose the correct alternative: ______ untreated pulpitis leads to tooth loss.

It is said that
It is telling that
It is told that
It is saying that
It is says that

16. Choose the correct alternative: Pulpitis ______ a consequence of deep caries.

is believed to being
is believed to be
are believed to be
has believed to be
is believing to be

17. Choose the one word or phrase that best keeps the meaning of the word “managed”.

avoided
inhibited
promoted
treated
prevented

18. Choose the one word or phrase that best keeps the meaning of the word “advanced”.

at its initial stage
before its initial stage
beyond its initial stage
the most effective
the most aggressive

19. Choose the one word or phrase that best keeps the meaning of the word “to compromise”.

to combine the qualities
to exclude an option
to reach agreement
to expose to danger
to reach the optimal level

20. Choose the one word or phrase that best keeps the meaning of the word “ectopic”.

occurring behind schedule
occurring in an abnormal position
occurring unexpectedly
occurring immediately
occurring unnoticeably

21. Choose the correct translation for “повне відмирання нерва”:

complete nerve death
22. Choose the correct translation for “незворотний пульпіт”:
irreversible pulpitis
irreversed pulpitis
irreversing pulpitis
irreverse pulpitis
irreversable pulpitis

23. Choose the correct translation for “подразнювальні часточки їжі”:
irritated food particles
irritating food particle
irritatingly foods’ particles
irritating fooding particles
irritating food particles

24. Choose the correct translation for “запалення пульпи”:
pulp inflammability
pulp inflames
pulp inflammation
inflammatied pulp
pulp inflammatory

25. Choose the correct alternative: Up to 30% of the population may be genetically _____ to pulp disease.
susceptible
susceptibility
predispose
develop
appear

26. Choose the correct translation for “прилеглі тканини”:
surrounding tissue
surround tissues
surrounding tissues
surround tissues
surround tissue

27. Choose the correct translation for “ушкодження пульпи”:
pulp chamber
pulp loss
pulp damage
pulp necrosis
pulp death

28. Choose the correct translation for “оголення пульпи”:
pulp elimination
pulp embodiment
pulp exposure
pulp excavation
pulp extractor

29. Choose the term to match the definition: Removal of the pulp of a tooth –
Pulpotomy
Pulp abscess
Pulp atrophy
Pulpectomy
Pulpitis

30. Choose the term to match the definition: Partial pulp amputation –
Pulp atrophy
Pulpotomy
Pulpitis
Pulpectomy
Pulp abscess

31. Complete the sentence: Pulp stones are hard, bone-like structures that form ______ the pulp of a tooth.
behind
outside
near
within
at

32. Insert the preposition: Pulp stones are usually detected ___ X-ray examination, unless they are too small or are not dense enough.
as
of
over
on
for

33. Choose the one word or phrase that best keeps the meaning of the word “to invade”.
Enter forcefully in order to take control
change places
keep out of something
confuse the order
disarrange the structure

34. Insert the preposition: The pulp stones are detected when we examine the tooth ______ a microscope after the tooth has been extracted.
under
over
beyond
in front of
behind

35. Suffix “-ectomy” means:
excision
incision
ability or capacity
away from
lack of

36. Complete the sentence: I want you ______ your dietary habits.
to increase
to occur
to change
to talk
to prepare

37. Choose the term to match the definition: excision of a salivary gland
Sialoadenectomy
Sialoadenotony
Glossectomy
Odontectomy
Apicoectomy

38. Choose the definition to match the term: Odontectomy
excision of the gum
incision of the frenum
extraction of an embedded tooth
excision of a tooth’s root tip
removal of the pulp of a tooth

39. Select a word from the list that can be used with the word “wear”
particles
away
food
tissue
exposure

40. Suffix “-able (-ible)” means:
extremity
sensitivity
plurality
similarity
ability or capacity

41. Prefix “ab-” means:
From, away from
toward, in the direction of
again, up
down, under
with, together, in association

42. Which form of the word is used correctly?
painectomy
painless
painable
painible
paintomy
43. Which form of the word is used correctly?
anregular
imregular
abregular
irregular
inregular

44. Complete the sentence: This disease _____ to have a chronic course.
say
is saying
said
is said
to say

45. Complete the sentence: X-ray examination ________ to be very important in diagnosis.
consider
considered
to consider
is considering
is considered

46. Complete the sentence: The procedure _______ successfully.
was perform
to perform
seems to have been performed
perform
is performing

47. Complete the sentence: She _____ to have examined this patient.
is said
say
saying
to say
to be say

48. Choose the correct translation for “шліфувати”
irritate
induce
grind
wound
compress

49. Choose the correct translation for “результат, наслідок”
detected
outcome
range
leakage
mount

50. Complete the sentence: Abrasion and erosion ___ wear away the tooth’s hard outer layers, leaving the pulp vulnerable.
can
51. Complete the sentence: Abrasion and erosion can ____ away the tooth’s hard outer layers, leaving the pulp vulnerable.

spare  wear  swear  smear  bear

52. Complete the sentence: Abrasion and erosion can wear ____ the tooth’s hard outer layers, leaving the pulp vulnerable.

of  back  again  away  from

53. Complete the sentence: Abrasion and erosion can wear away the tooth’s ____ outer layers, leaving the pulp vulnerable.

hard  soft  pulp  inner  internal

54. Choose the correct verb form: Complete nerve death is ______ to be the consequence of untreated pulpitis.

considering  considers  to consider  considered  consider

55. Choose the correct verb form: Complete nerve death is considered to be the ______ of untreated pulpitis.

trigger  cure  consequence  cause  reason

56. Choose the correct verb form: Complete nerve death is considered to be the consequence of ______ pulpitis.

treated  treatment  treating untreatable  untreated
57. Choose the correct verb form: ______ nerve death is considered to be the consequence of untreated pulpitis.
excessive
unexpected
complete
partial
mild

58. Complete the sentence: Pulpitis ______ irreversible as swelling inside the rigid encasement of the dentin compromises circulation, making the pulp necrotic.

have become
becomes
become
to become
becoming

59. Complete the sentence: Pulpitis becomes irreversible as ______ inside the rigid encasement of the dentin compromises circulation, making the pulp necrotic.

swelling
swallowing
saliva
sweating
swiveling

60. Complete the sentence: Pulpitis becomes irreversible as swelling ______ the rigid encasement of the dentin compromises circulation, making the pulp necrotic.

inside
outside
externally
out of
apart from

61. Complete the sentence: Pulpitis becomes irreversible as swelling inside the rigid encasement of the dentin compromises circulation, ______ the pulp necrotic.

to make
makes
making
make
made

62. Complete the sentence: Patients ______ pulpitis often complain of intense pain upon eating or drinking something very sweet, hot, or cold

among
with
without
from
at

63. Complete the sentence: Patients with pulpitis often _______ of intense pain upon eating or drinking something very sweet, hot, or cold

contain
64. Complete the sentence: Patients with pulpitis often complain of intense ______ upon eating or drinking something very sweet, hot, or cold

65. Complete the sentence: Patients with pulpitis often complain of intense ______ upon eating or drinking something very sweet, hot, or cold
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1. Complete the sentence: Pulp stones are extremely common, occurring in ______ 90 percent of people between the ages of 50 and 70.
   as few as
   as little as
   so many as
   as many as
   as much as

2. Complete the sentence: It is not known precisely what causes pulp stones, but they are not painful and typically present ____ symptoms.
   much
   numerous
   no
   many
   multiple

3. Complete the sentence: Because most pulp stones are attached to the inner dentin wall, their presence can make root canal therapy very difficult of even ______.
   possible
   impossible
   impenitent
   probable
   ingenious

4. Complete the sentence: If this is the case, and you are in need of root canal therapy to save a tooth, your dentist will ____ to surgically remove the pulp stones.
   can
   may
   must
   be
   have

5. Choose the term to match the definition: Denotes a level of inflammation in which returning to a normal state is possible if noxious stimuli removed – reversible pulpitis
   pulp stones
   irreversible pulpitis
   pulp exposure
   pulp necrosis

6. Choose the term to match the definition: Denotes a higher level of inflammation in which dental pulp has been damaged beyond point of recovery – irreversible pulpitis
   pulp stones
   reversible pulpitis
   pulp exposure
   pulp necrosis

7. Identify the antonym to the word combination "severe pain"
   strict pain
mild pain
uncompromising pain
relentless pain
serious pain

8. Identify the antonym to the word combination "temporary filling"
permanent filling
brief filling
limited filling
momentary filling
provisional filling

9. Identify the antonym to the word combination "to reinforce the tooth"
to build up the tooth
to enlarge the tooth
to fortify the tooth
to weaken the tooth
to boost the tooth

10. Choose the correct alternative: The pulp can be _____ in a number of ways.
the damage
a damage
damaged
damaging
damages

11. Insert the preposition: Pulpitis is known to develop ____ a complication of caries.
as
for
of
in
at

12. Complete the sentence: One of the most common ways to damage pulp is through ______
tooth decay.
deciduous
diagnosed
undetected
treated
mild

13. Identify the verb tense: Pulp damage occurs when a tooth is broken.
Present Perfect, Active Voice
Present Simple, Active Voice
Past Simple, Passive Voice
Future Simple, Passive Voice
Present Simple, Passive Voice

14. Identify the verb tense: After the endodontic opening is made, the dentist will locate the
root canals and remove the pulp.
Future Continuous, Active Voice
Future Simple, Active Voice
15. Choose the term to match the definition: Inflammation of dental pulp –
   - alveolitis
   - pulpitis
   - gingivitis
   - periodontitis
   - stomatitis

16. Choose the term to match the definition: Pulp death (pulp chamber is without of a functional pulp tissue) –
   - pulp necrosis
   - pulp stones
   - pulp exposure
   - pulpitis
   - pulpotomy

17. Choose the term to match the definition: An inflammatory reaction of the tissues surrounding the root apex of a tooth –
   - root canal treatment
   - pulpitis
   - decay
   - dental abscess
   - apical periodontitis

18. Choose the term to match the definition: Treatment procedure aimed at preserving a dental pulp that has been exposed to the oral environment –
   - pulp capping
   - pulpectomy
   - pulpotomy
   - pulpitis
   - pulp exposure

19. Choose the term to match the definition: Treatment procedure by which the most (often inflamed) superficial portion (1–2 mm) of the coronal pulp is surgically removed with the aim of preserving the remaining tissue –
   - pulp capping
   - tooth extraction
   - pulpotomy
   - pulpectomy
   - pulp exposure

20. Choose the term to match the definition: Treatment procedure by which entire pulp tissue (often inflamed) is surgically removed and replaced with a root filling –
   - pulp exposure
   - pulp capping
   - tooth extraction
   - pulpectomy
   - partial pulpotomy
21. Choose the term to match the definition: Treatment of teeth with necrotic pulps where root canals are often infected – root canal treatment pulpectomy pulpotomy pulp exposure pulp capping

22. Choose the correct alternative: Pulpitis is ______ by microorganisms that gain entrance to the pulp.
   caused cause causing causes being caused

23. Choose the correct alternative: Untreated caries may _____ to pulpitis.
   promote lead result cause end

24. Complete the sentence: Among the conditions diagnosed by the dentist, pulpitis is the disease that _____ most often.
   occurs diagnoses observes treats detects

25. Complete the sentence: Pulpitis associated with internal resorption may show ____ of tooth structure and of the pulp chamber.
   lose loses least loss lost

26. Complete the sentence: Reversible pulpitis may resolve following the removal of an offending _______.
   stimulus stimuli stimuluses stimulants stimulation

27. Complete the sentence: Vascular changes _____ small, the teeth react normally to heat, cold and electrical stimulation.
   be will be being
28. Choose the correct alternative: Pulp damage can be _____ reversible ____ irreversible. such … as neither … nor as … and either … or or … or

29. Insert the preposition: Symptoms typically include sudden and intense pain _____ eating or drinking something very sweet, hot, or cold. upon with at in by

30. Choose the correct alternative:_______, pulpitis can result in a widespread gum and connective tissue infection. Left untreated Leave untreated Leaves untreated Leaving untreated Having left untreated

31. Complete the sentence: Good oral health habits are supposed to help _____ reversible pulpitis, but in many cases, a filling is eventually needed. facilitate cause offset promote lead to

32. Complete the sentence: Pulpitis becomes irreversible as swelling ____ the rigid encasement of the dentin compromises circulation, making the pulp necrotic. beside behind beyond inside outside

33. Choose the correct alternative: Bacteria ______ through the dead tissue in the root canal. spreaded has spread spread spreads spreading

34. Complete the sentence: The pressure from the swelling tissue and the _________pus forces the tooth slightly upward. diminishing mounting
decreasing
receding
reducing

35. Choose the one word or phrase that best keeps the meaning of the phrase "some people are more susceptible to pulp diseases"
- some people are highly insensitive to pulp disease
- some people are easily affected to pulp disease
- some people are aggressively inclined to pulp disease
- some people are carefully protected to pulp disease
- some people are commonly treated to pulp disease

36. Complete the sentence: At this point, severe pain, fever, weakness, and facial _____ are almost always present.
- palsy
- swelling
- bones
- part
- muscles

37. Suffix “-tomy” means:
- incision
- ability or capacity
- away from
- lack of
- excision

38. Complete the sentence: I want the patient _______ a bed regimen.
- to occur
- to be
- to enter
- to follow
- to prepare

39. Choose the term to match the definition: incision into a salivary gland
- Glossectomy
- Odontectomy
- Sialoadenectomy
- Sialoadenotomy
- Apicoectomy

40. Choose the definition to match the term: Apicoectomy
- removal of the pulp of a tooth
- excision of the gum
- incision of the frenum
- excision of a tooth’s root tip
- extraction of an embedded tooth

41. Select a word from the list that can be used with the word “mild”
- tissue
- pain
- canal
particles
nerve
42. Suffix “-less” means:
without
outside
excessive
beneath
superior

43. Prefix “ir-” means:
not, or no; used with some adjectives and nouns to give the opposite meaning
denoting something as moving or situated across or through
denoting something as fast, irregularly fast
referring to the beginning
exaggerated fear, sensitivity, aversion

44. Which form of the word is used correctly?
fermentomy
fermentful
fermentable
fermentible
fermentectomy

45. Which form of the word is used correctly?
unsorption
absorption
insorption
imsorptio
asorption

46. Complete the sentence: The dentist ______ to perform the root canal procedure today.
supposing
is to suppose
is supposed
suppose
to suppose

47. Choose the correct translation for “vary”
різнитися, відрізнятися
змішувати
піддавати ризику
шліфувати
посиловати

48. Choose the correct translation for “reinforce”
pідсилювати, посилювати
просочуватися
спонукати
стиснути
відрізнятися

49. Complete the sentence: This dentist ______ to be a good specialist.
to know
know
knew
is known
are known

50. Complete the sentence: Microdontia and macrodontia _______ to be the most common developmental abnormalities of teeth.
   is consider
to consider
considering
considered
are considered

51. Choose the correct translation for “adhesive”
   стійкий, постійний
   пошкоджений
   липкий, клейкий
   що неприємно пахне
   подразнювальний

52. Complete the sentence: Patients with pulpitis _______ complain of intense pain upon eating or drinking something very sweet, hot, or cold
   none
   nothing
   often
   never
   ever

53. Complete the sentence: Patients with pulpitis often complain ______ intense pain upon eating or drinking something very sweet, hot, or cold
   at
   by
   of
   from
   out of

54. Complete the sentence: Patients with pulpitis often complain of intense pain ______ eating or drinking something very sweet, hot, or cold
   upon
   before
   until
   till
   as

55. Complete the sentence: Patients with pulpitis often complain of intense pain upon eating or drinking _______ very sweet, hot, or cold
   something
   anything
   nothing
   anytime
   sometime
56. Complete the sentence: _____ the patient had visited the dentist earlier, the tooth decay would not have reached the pulp.
   if
   unless
   as
   once
   upon

57. Complete the sentence: If the patient _____ visited the dentist earlier, the tooth decay would not have reached the pulp.
   did
   does
   having
   had
   have

58. Complete the sentence: If the patient had visited the dentist earlier, the tooth ______ would not have reached the pulp.
   decay
   degree
   derive
   deprive
   deceive

59. Complete the sentence: If the patient had visited the dentist earlier, the tooth decay ______ not have reached the pulp.
   would
   will
   did
   does
   has

60. Complete the sentence: If the patient had visited the dentist earlier, the tooth decay would ______ have reached the pulp.
   did
   not
   be
   can
   could

61. Complete the sentence: If the patient had visited the dentist earlier, the tooth decay would not have _____ the pulp.
   reached
   preserved
   saved
   treated
   cured

62. Insert the missing word: When the pulp ________ inflamed, pressure begins to build up in the pulp cavity.
   have become
becomes
become
becoming
became

63. Insert the missing word: When the pulp becomes inflamed, pressure begins ______ build up in the pulp cavity.

to
at
of
from
by

64. Insert the missing word: When the pulp becomes inflamed, pressure begins to build ______ in the pulp cavity.

against
upon
among
up
down

65. Insert the missing word: When the pulp becomes ______, pressure begins to build up in the pulp cavity.
inflammatory
inflammation
inflamed
inflame
inflames
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